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We’re gonna continue our discussion of galaxies today.  We’re gonna look at some 

more slides of galaxies, see what they’re like, see some collisions, see the galaxies pretty 

much rule the universe.  Now, I think I’ll start with the slides. 

Some of these images are from the Hubble telescope which produces very nice, 

clear images of galaxies, so you can see a lot of detail that you wouldn’t normally be able to 

see from the Earth.  For example, if you look at this galaxy, it almost looks like a fried egg.  

It’s nice and symmetrical.  The central portion is very yellow-orange.  Around that yellow-

orange region is a more whitish region and then farther out it’s even somewhat bluish.  

What you’re seeing there, as I’ve mentioned previously, is a difference in the ages of the 

stars.  The stars near the center of this galaxy are the oldest stars.  They are stars that are 

generally more than 10 billion years old.  There are no young blue stars in that region and 

so all you see are the old yellow, orange and red stars.  And so that part of the galaxy has 

an orange look. 

Outside that central region you can see a whiter region that’s more recent star 

formation but not very recent because it’s not blue.  It’s actually white.  And then farther out 

you see that the galaxy gets much thinner but that there have been some young clusters 

forming in the outermost regions.  So staring at this galaxy we can actually see how the 

stars seemed to have formed in this galaxy.  Having a color photograph makes a big 

difference when you’re studying the lives of the stars in galaxies. 

Here’s another picture of a galaxy.  Now, notice up in the upper left is a photograph 

from the 107-inch telescope at McDonald Observatory.  That’s what that galaxy looks like 

from the Earth, sort of a fuzzy, roundish, barred spiral.  Through the McDonald 107-inch it’s 
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a fuzzy barred spiral.  Now, with the Hubble telescope, which can only look in a small area 

and that’s the little box in the center, you see the picture on the right and you realize there’s 

an awful lot more to this galaxy than just a little fuzzy barred spiral.  It almost looks like a 

galaxy inside a galaxy.  Because this picture on the right almost looks like a normal spiral.  

You’ve got a central region that again is yellow-orange, mostly old stars.  You then have 

what looks like two arms coming out of that central region with a lot of dust and gas in them. 

 And, as you can see, along the dust and gas arms are little clusters of stars that have 

formed.  Those pink regions are the H2 regions.  Those are the ionized clouds of hydrogen 

that are lit up by stars that are forming in them.  So it’s like the Orion nebula in another 

galaxy.  And what you can see is that there are a whole bunch of those clusters of stars that 

are forming in that dust and gas down near the center of that galaxy. 

So we see that even in other galaxies we’ve got the same kind of star formation 

going on that we have in the Milky Way.  And with the Hubble telescope, we can study that 

formation in detail because we can see all the details with it. 

Here’s a pretty little galaxy I thought I’d show you.  It’s not an oddball.  It’s just an Sb 

type.  Again, central region is the old stars, 10 or more billion years old.  The outer region 

has a bluer look.  That’s the disk part of the galaxy where the stars are 5 billion years old or 

younger.  Notice that in this particular galaxy you don’t see an awful lot of star formation 

going on.  You see a few clusters here and there, but you don’t see as many of those H2 

regions as we saw in the previous galaxy.  So it varies from galaxy to galaxy how much star 

formation is going on.  If not much is happening in a galaxy, the clouds are not colliding, if 

things are not being stirred up, sometimes the clouds just don’t collapse.  They don’t turn 
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into stars very quickly.  And so you get a pretty quiet looking galaxy that has mostly middle-

aged stars. 

Now, here are two galaxies that have collided.  Again, over on the left C we actually 

have two separate photographs here C on the left you have the photograph from the Earth, 

what it looks like through a telescope on the Earth, and you’ve got two galaxies that have 

run into each other.  These are named the antennae galaxies, by the way.  I think you can 

figure out why they’re called the antennae galaxies because you’ve got antennas-looking 

things sticking out.  Those bars of material that are sticking out, that look like antennas, 

have been thrown out of those galaxies by the collision.  I’ll show you in a few minutes how 

that collision occurred because it’s been modeled in the super computer and we can 

actually show exactly how that shape came out. 

But over on the right you have a Hubble image of just the central regions of those 

two galaxies.  And again, you can see that the two galaxies are just touching, they’re 

converging together, and you can see that there’s an awful lot of star formation going on in-

between them.  This is because these galaxies are getting stirred up.  You’re having a 

collision of two galaxies.  The material in each galaxy is swirling into the material in the 

other galaxy, and that causes a lot of clouds to begin to collapse, and so you get 

tremendous numbers of stars forming.  And notice they almost form in a bridge between 

the two galaxies.  That’s all the blue groups of stars and the H2 regions.  Whereas if you 

look at the nuclei of the two galaxies, you see that they’re orange again, mostly old stars.  

So you can really tell where the stars are forming right now in that bridge between the two 

galaxies. 
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Here’s a collision of two galaxies.  This galaxy was named the Bird Galaxy >cause it 

looks like a bird bending over.  There are actually two galaxies here, running into each 

other.  Two spirals have collided.  You can’t quite tell >em apart now.  You can kind of see 

one of the spirals up near the center, top center.  You can see its nucleus.  It’s a pretty small 

nucleus.  But the other spiral is kind of behind the first one and it’s been distorted so it’s 

kind of hard to tell.  But there is a collision going on here.   

And notice over on the right there’s a burst of star formation, the blue region, 

because the gas and dust has been stirred up and so clouds begin to collapse and you get 

a burst of star formation.  We realize when we look at all these galaxies that are colliding 

and being stirred up that stirring up the material in a galaxy is a quick way to get stars to 

form.  A whole bunch of new stars will form in clouds if those clouds are stirred up.  So we 

see this over and over again in these galaxy collisions. 

Now, I’m showing you this picture because it’s a very interesting, kind of strange 

picture.  You’ve got two galaxies here, two separate spirals.  One is flat on to you, the other 

is at an angle, and you’re actually seeing the one in front illuminated by the one behind it.  

So the light from the galaxy behind is actually shining through the galaxy in front.  It kind of 

outlines the dust lanes.  It’s kind of nice to actually see the dust lanes where stars could 

form outlined by a light from behind it.  This is kind of a unique view C it’s a Hubble image 

C and you can actually tell where all the dust and gas is in that galaxy.  It’s like putting a 

flashlight behind it and lighting it up.  By the way, these are not colliding.  It just happens to 

be two galaxies in the same direction.  The galaxy behind is quite a bit behind and so 

there’s no collision going on here.  It looks like a collision, but it’s not.  It’s just one galaxy 
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directly in front of another. 

But there are collisions because there are clusters of galaxies.  Here is a group 

called Stefan’s Quintet.  An astronomer named Stefan first photographed it and there are 

five galaxies, and so it’s called a quintet.  Notice right in the center you’ve got a collision.  

You’ve got two spiral galaxies running into each other and you’ve got a few other galaxies 

around it that look a little bit distorted themselves.  Like the one on the lower right seems to 

be pretty distorted.  It probably collided sometime in the past with one of the other galaxies. 

 So what we see here is a small group of galaxies C only five C that are having collisions 

with each other and making a mess. 

Here is a cluster of galaxies.  This happened to be called the Virgo Cluster.  I’ll 

come back to that later so try to remember what the Virgo Cluster looks like.  This is only 

the central region of the cluster.  There are actually hundreds of galaxies in this cluster of 

galaxies, but we’re only photographing the central region.  So there are probably only a 

dozen galaxies on this photograph.  Notice that we’ve got a spiral down in the lower right.  

We’ve got another spiral a little bit to the left of it.  We’ve got a distorted spiral up in the 

upper left.  Looks like it’s probably had a collision maybe with the other elliptical galaxy 

that’s just to its upper right.  

And then notice you have a very large looking galaxy near the upper center.  This is 

bigger than your normal galaxy.  That very large looking elliptical galaxy near the upper 

center is called a cluster dominant galaxy because it’s actually bigger than the average 

galaxy.  And what we think it is is a combination of more than one galaxy.  If you get 

collisions of galaxies, sometimes the galaxies never come apart.  They collide and they 
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merge and they turn into one giant galaxy.  If we look down in the center of that galaxy, if we 

take a long exposure photograph just of that galaxy and look down in the center, we find 

more than one nucleus.  We find four or five nuclei of different galaxies.  So this is a 

merged galaxy.  It’s not an original galaxy.  It’s a combination of a bunch of others that have 

collided and stuck together.  And you get these in clusters.  There always seems to be one 

or two of these clustered dominant galaxies that usually look like giant ellipticals but they’re 

in there.  And you’ll notice the one over to the right has a similar look.  So both of those, the 

two giant ellipticals that you see there, are cluster dominant combinations of galaxies.  So 

galaxies do collide and they do change.  They may have been spiral galaxies when they 

originally collided, but they have since turned into a giant elliptical. 

Here are some galaxies that are farther away.  How do I know they’re farther away? 

 Because they look smaller.  That’s one way of telling how far away they are.  You take a 

photograph with the same telescope and they look a lot smaller.  You either have to 

assume you’ve got a whole bunch of galaxies that are all smaller or you’ve got a cluster 

that’s farther away.  So we have here a cluster that’s farther away.  And notice right near the 

center you’ve got a couple of spirals that are colliding.  This is a common occurrence.  All 

the time in clusters of galaxies we have collisions.  And notice that there are a lot of 

galaxies on this photograph, probably more than you realize.  A whole bunch of what you 

might think are stars are actually elliptical galaxies.  And you can tell that they’re not stars 

because they look a little out of round.  They’re actually galaxies all over that photograph of 

various sizes and shapes.  You can see some spirals, you can see some distorted spirals, 

and you see a lot of elliptical galaxies.  That’s pretty typical of a C what we would call a thin 
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cluster or a sparse cluster.  You notice it’s kind of spread out.  The galaxies are not right 

next to each other.  It’s not very dense and yet you still can have collisions here and there. 

Here is a distant photograph taken with the Hubble telescope C so you’re really 

looking at only a small part of the sky again, small part of the sky C of one large elliptical 

galaxy with a whole bunch of other galaxies around it.  So sometimes you can be 

photographing an elliptical galaxy, which is the one that’s kind of roundish, the big one, and 

right around it you see collisions, you see spirals, you see some ellipticals, and you can 

actually see that they have different colors. 

Now, I want to back up.  I don’t know if this will back up at all.  No.  Okay.   

Look at the galaxy on the right side of this photograph, that spiral.  That’s one small 

area of sky.  People working with the Hubble telescope decided to try something 

interesting.  They took the Hubble telescope at high magnification, pointing directly at an 

empty place in the sky.  They wanted to see how far they could look.  They didn’t want to 

look right in the middle of the galaxy like that big elliptical.  They wanted to pick an empty 

place and then just take a long exposure to see what was there. 

And so they took a 10-day exposure in what on most photographs would look like a 

blank piece of sky and that blank piece of sky was about the size of that spiral galaxy.  So 

you’re looking at an area of sky that in this photograph only shows you one galaxy.  That’s 

what they saw.  A 10-day exposure.  What you have here is one C well, two stars.  You’ve 

got a red star in the lower right C you can tell because it’s got spikes on it C and you’ve got 

a star sort of upper center C and it’s a blue one C and you can tell it’s a star because it has 

spikes on it.  Every other dot on that photograph is a galaxy.  You’re looking at a tiny little 
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area of sky the size of one galaxy on the other photographs but with a long, long exposure 

you realize that the universe is filled with galaxies. 

There are a thousand galaxies on this photograph, if you look closely enough and 

start counting.  And some of >em are blue and some of >em are red.  There are lots of 

different shapes.  And if you think about how small that area of sky is and you say, AWell, 

how many of those areas are all around the sky?@, you can actually count how many 

galaxies there are in the universe.  So you count how many are on this photograph, you see 

what small area of sky that was, and then you multiply by how much sky would be the entire 

sky compared to this, and it turns out that you would have somewhere around 50 billion 

visible galaxies.  If you photographed every place in the sky, it would all look like this. 

Now, you might say, AWell, wait a minute.  Maybe you just picked an accidentally 

rich place in the sky.  You thought it was empty but when you took this long exposure, you 

have a bunch of galaxies in it.@  Well, astronomers were worried about that.  They had 

picked this place in the sky pretty arbitrarily.  It’s up near the Big Dipper, actually.  It’s a nice 

empty spot.  And so they picked it because it looked empty and they took this photograph.  

Then they said, AWell, maybe we ought to do it again in the other direction, down in the 

southern hemisphere.  Since we were looking up to the north, this time maybe we’ll take 

another photograph in the southern hemisphere.@  So they did this same thing down in the 

southern hemisphere in an empty place in the sky, another 10-day exposure, and that’s 

what they saw. 

Again, every dot on that photograph is a galaxy.  There’s not even a star.  Because 

any stars would have spikes on >em.  And so when you look at the sky with a long 
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exposure, using the Hubble telescope, you realize that everything out there is galaxies.  

Fifty billion of >em by the latest count. 

Okay.  Let’s back off a little bit.  Let’s look at our neighborhood.  We’re in the Milky 

Way.  I’ve already mentioned some of the nearby galaxies.  On this drawing you see the 

LMC and the SMC.  That’s the large Magellanic cloud and the small Magellanic cloud.  This 

is our neighborhood.  We have the Milky Way, we have the SMC and the LMC right nearby 

C they’re satellites C but notice there are a bunch of other named galaxies there.  You have 

Leo 1 and Leo 2, and Draco and Ursa Minor.  They’re all named after constellations. 

And so these are galaxies that are found in different directions in the sky in different 

constellations, and they’re all nearby galaxies to the Milky Way.  You might also get the 

feeling by looking at this picture that they could be satellites of the Milky Way and it’s 

possible they are.  We’re just not sure.  Some of >em may be a little too far away to be 

satellites.   

But there does seem to be a bunch of galaxies right around us and the Milky Way is 

the largest one by a large margin.  It’s 10 times larger than the large Magellanic cloud and 

the small Magellanic cloud, so it’s the big one in that region.  So it could be that we have 

our own little group right around us.  But we also have another group over to the upper left.  

That’s the Andromeda Galaxy.  M31 labeled there is the Andromeda Galaxy.  That was the 

first galaxy studied by Hubble.  He determined that it was 2 million light years away.  We 

now see that not only is it 2 million light years away, but it seems to have its own group.  

There are a bunch of little galaxies around it just like the Milky Way has a bunch of galaxies 

around it. 
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And so we’ve come to realize that what we probably have here is a binary galaxy.  

We’ve got the Milky Way and the Andromeda Galaxy, the two big galaxies in this group.  

Each one has its own satellites, but the Andromeda Galaxy and the Milky Way are probably 

in orbit around each other.  In fact, there have been some calculations recently showing that 

the Andromeda Galaxy is coming toward us and some people are a little concerned that 

maybe it’s coming straight toward us.  We don’t know.  We know sort of how it’s moving but 

not completely.  But my guess would be it’s in some sort of elliptical orbit around the Milky 

Way or with the Milky Way.  Because actually if you think about it, the Andromeda Galaxy 

has more mass.  It’s a bigger galaxy.  We would be orbiting it. 

But what we have here is what we call our local group.  This is our place in the 

universe here.  We have the Milky Way and the Andromeda Galaxy, each with its own little 

retinue of other little galaxies around it, and that whole bunch of galaxies is called the local 

group.  Now, that’s pushing the definition of the word Alocal.@  I realize that.  Because 

we’re talking about the Andromeda Galaxy being slightly more than 2 million light years 

away.  And we never use the term Alocal@ for something that’s 2 million light years across, 

but that’s Alocal@ when you start looking at the rest of the universe.  It’s very nearby. 

Now, we use two different terms for groups of galaxies.  If it’s a small group the way 

ours is, about 25 members total, we call it a group.  If it’s a large bunch we call it a cluster.  

So what I’ve shown you previously, some clusters of galaxies are large groups.  There are 

hundreds of galaxies, there are some clusters with thousands of galaxies.  But if you get 

down to two-digit numbers, you’re talking about a group.  So the Stefan’s quintet that I 

showed you that had only five galaxies, that’s a group.  And our local group C it’s official 
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name is the local group C is a group. 

So we have hierarchies in the way galaxies are together.  They can be in small 

groups, medium groups, or they can be in small clusters which would be hundreds, or they 

can be in large clusters which would be thousands.  In fact, we realize that it even goes up 

from there.  There are clusters of clusters.  There are groups that are together in groups.  

We call those clusters of clusters superclusters.  And what we’ve realized is that our local 

group is even in a supercluster.  It is gravitationally attracted to a region of the universe 

where there are other clusters. 

I showed you the Virgo Cluster of galaxies that had those two giant cluster dominant 

galaxies in it.  That Virgo Cluster is also a part of our supercluster.  So the local group and 

the Virgo Cluster are really near each other in space in a region that’s a supercluster and 

we call the whole supercluster the Virgo Supercluster.  And we call it that because the 

Virgo Cluster is the biggest bunch of galaxies in the supercluster.  So things are getting 

very, very complicated.  We have a lot of galaxies.  They’re in groups, they collide with each 

other, clusters of galaxies are moving around other clusters of galaxies.  It’s a pretty big 

universe and there’s an awful lot of stuff. 

Now, I want to show you a couple of videos and these videos show you collisions of 

galaxies.  And they show you actual computer simulations of galaxies coming together, 

colliding, and then, if they happen to keep going, spreading apart.  You will see the 

Antennae Galaxies form.  You will see one of the other galaxies I showed you that look like 

a bird that was leaning over.  We can computer simulate that one.  We can also show you 

what a CD galaxy looks like when it’s forming.  So you’ll get to see these galaxies actually 
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forming on a computer screen, but it’s an actual simulation. 

 * * * 

 VIDEO 

Galaxies tend to come in groups.  In such close quarters, violent collisions 

can and often do occur, but they take place over hundreds of millions of years, far 

too long for us to watch from beginning to end.  Instead, we see galaxies frozen in 

different stages of collision. 

Just what does happen when two disk galaxies collide?  Super computers 

are needed to calculate the combined gravitational effect on each star of all the 

other stars in both galaxies.  Gravity then controls how they move.  The stars in each 

galaxy never collide.  They’re too small and the distance between them too great 

compared to their size.  But the overall gravitational pull of each galaxy tidally 

disrupts the other’s disk. 

As the two approach each other, the pull from one galaxy is stronger on the 

near side of the other.  This differential pull stretches and disrupts the orbits of the 

stars and the disks which warp and fold, and eventually lose their integrity 

altogether.  Simulations such as this allow astronomers to test their models of what 

happens during galaxy collisions. 

This simulated galaxy collision models two disk galaxies with small 

concentrated cores and thin, flat disks of young blue stars surrounded by extended 

halos of older red stars.  Watch as the halos merge and the disks warp and disrupt. 

 The cores stay tight and eventually merge, but the tremendous differential pull from 
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tidal forces on the disks totally disrupts the orbits of the blue stars.  The interaction 

results in the formation of two large arcing tails flung hundreds of thousands of light 

years away like streams of water from a spinning hose. 

 

As we watch the collision again, notice that as the cores approach, they 

speed up pulled by the other’s gravity.  They do not collide directly, but instead 

overshoot and rebound back and forth like two balls connected by a spring. 

What happens when six galaxies collide?  In this simulation, initial positions 

and velocities were randomly set.  Their subsequent motions depend solely on 

gravitational forces.  Two galaxies merge fairly rapidly, trailing long tails behind 

them.  Watch as the most massive merged object takes up residence in the center 

of the group and pulls in other galaxies and stars.  Watch as one of the disk galaxies 

quickly reenters the frame at upper left.  As its core is grabbed, its halo stars 

continue their downward motion, seeming to fly away from the core.  Eventually, all 

six disk galaxies merge into one supergiant elliptical.  Such galaxies, called CD 

galaxies, are often found at the center of rich clusters and may grow through similar 

kinds of galactic cannibalism. 

What does our corner of space really look like?  This box is based on 

positions and the red shift data of all nearby Abel clusters of galaxies.  These 

include the Comoscope cloud and the Leo spur.  The box dimensions are 20 x 16 x 

10 megaparsecs.  The Milky Way Galaxy lies at the apex of the two purple cones.  

Our view of the region between these cones is blocked by the gas and dust in the 
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disk of the Milky Way, restricting our knowledge of the galaxy distribution there.  The 

colors refer to the density of the galaxies within an area with orange denoting higher 

densities.  Notice the concentration of matter in superclusters, the filamentary nature 

of the large scale structures and the areas that are devoid of galaxies.  Seeing our 

corner of space in 3-D helps astronomers understand the gravitational connections 

that dominate the local group’s movements and gives us clues to the overall 

distribution of matter in the universe. 

 * * * 

Any questions on those videos?  Do you see how that antennae galaxy formed?  

Just two galaxies colliding, swirling around each other, throwing material C not material, but 

stars out into space?  You saw how the CD galaxy, the cluster dominant galaxy, formed?  

Just a bunch of galaxies randomly distributed, colliding until you’ve got one galaxy left. 

So we can actually understand how these things form.  We can look at >em, we can 

see what’s there, and then we can model them in a computer.  Now, that last video showed 

you the structure of the nearby universe.  It just shows you where the material was 

distributed.  And notice it wasn’t very uniform.  There were blobs of materials, which are 

clusters of galaxies, and then there’s empty space and then another cluster of galaxies.  

And you notice that C I think you may have noticed that there seemed to be almost a lineup 

of clusters in one particular direction. 

So when we look at the universe on a large scale, we do not see galaxies evenly 

distributed.  We see galaxies in clumps, we see the clumps in clumps, and so things are 

very irregular looking when we look out at the universe.  It’s not all smooth.  And the reason I 
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mention that is because 100 years ago astronomers pretty well assumed that if there were 

other galaxies and they were distributed all over the place, it would be sort of a random 

distribution and it would be pretty smooth.  You’d just expect a galaxy here and a galaxy 

there all over. 

Turns out that’s not what’s happening.  Galaxies tend to cluster together, the clusters 

tend to merge together, and so you get these long strings of clusters, big empty spaces in-

between.  And so trying to model it in a computer is pretty tricky because you have to have 

some overall understanding of how this structure forms.  And frankly, we’re not quite sure.  

So we can see what it looks like but we’re not quite sure how it gets that way. 

Now, I want to talk for a few minutes about how we know where they are.  Okay.  On 

this overhead is a listing of various techniques of getting distances to objects.  This is 

actually from your textbook.  But I’ve made a slight change to it because the author made a 

little bit of an error.  And you’ll notice that over on the lower left is the closest distance 

measurements using radar.  We can actually measure the distance to the Moon or the 

distance to Mars, several of the planets, by using radar today.  We can get very accurate 

measurements. 

There’s then a gap C and fortunately, there aren’t many objects in the gap so we 

don’t really have to worry too much about distances out to the nearest stars, but then we 

have parallax measurements.  That’s the one I’ve adjusted.  The author had the little blue 

section only out to about 100 parsecs.  But in the last 10 years, we’ve had a satellite 

measuring parallaxes out to over 1,000 parsecs and so I had to extend that out to over 

1,000 parsecs.  Because parallax measurements are much better than they used to be. 
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Notice that we also have proper motion measurements.  What that means is stars 

are moving so those proper motions are just the motions in the sky.  You would expect that 

stars that are closer to us, if they’re moving randomly, would look like they’re moving more 

than if you saw stars very far away moving randomly and they would seem to move less.  

And so we can get an estimate C not very good estimate, but a rough estimate C of how 

far away objects are by how much they seem to move over a period of 10 or 20 years.  So 

proper motions are sometimes used but not very often. 

Notice it then says Amain sequence fitting.@  Well, what is that?  Well, that’s 

looking at a cluster of stars and you plot its main sequence.  You know the Hubble C not the 

Hubble C the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram plots absolute magnitude and temperature.  

And so if you take an absolute magnitude and temperature graph from one cluster and you 

put it onto another cluster, you can actually determine the absolute magnitude of the second 

cluster because the main sequences have to line up.  And so you can actually use a cluster 

of stars at a known distance to determine the distance to a cluster of stars at an unknown 

distance.  And so that is done.  I didn’t go over it in much detail, but it’s a technique that is 

used for getting distances in the Milky Way. 

And you notice it goes out a little bit farther than parallax and so it’s usable.  But then 

we get out to RR Lyrae stars.  Those are the pulsating stars that have periods less than one 

day, the stars that are swelling up and shrinking down with periods less than one day.  

Turns out they all have the same absolute magnitude.  They’re all the same kind of star.  

And so once we’ve measured the absolute magnitude for some of >em, we can then use 

those to determine the absolute magnitude for the rest of >em.  And as we’ve mentioned 
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earlier, once you know the absolute magnitudes for stars and you can measure its 

apparent magnitude, you can then calculate its distance.  So we can use RR Lyrae stars in 

the Milky Way for determining distances to groups of stars. 

We then have the Cepheid variables and you’ll notice that they go out to large 

distances, over 10 million light years on this graph.  And so we use the Cepheid variables 

for measuring large distances in our own galaxy and for measuring the distance to other 

galaxies. 

Notice the last technique listed up there at the top is Asupernovae.@  We talked 

about supernovas exploding.  They blow up, they become extremely bright, and then they 

fade away.  Well, what we’ve discovered is that some stars, when they go supernova, 

always blow up the same way.  There are certain kinds of stars that C they go through the 

same life cycle, they come to the same position at the end of their lives, and they go bang.  

You can simulate it in a computer and you see it out in space. 

Well, it turns out when they explode they all blow up the same way and get the same 

brightness.  And so if you can measure their brightnesses that we see and you can 

calculate the absolute magnitude that they actually become, because we know how they 

explode, we can then determine their distances.  Because once you have absolute 

magnitude and apparent magnitude, you can calculate the distance. 

So we can do the same thing with supernovae in a way that we do with Cepheids.  

We know they’re all the same kind of objects and they all get the same brightness.  It’s just 

the supernovae do it rather quickly and don’t last very long whereas Cepheids are pulsating 

regularly and so they don’t have the same problem of coming and going.  So we can use 
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supernovae for extremely large distances.  Notice it goes right off the end of the chart. 

Now, actually these are not the only techniques we use for determining distances to 

galaxies.  I mentioned another technique when I was showing you the clusters.  I said that if 

a cluster of galaxies looks smaller, the galaxies are farther away.  Well, if we assume that a 

cluster is gonna have an average mixture of galaxies, if it’s nearby and we can measure it 

with Cepheids, we know its distance, we can then compare the nearby cluster with a 

distance cluster and we can say, AGee, all of the galaxies in the nearby cluster look about 

three times bigger than the galaxies in that faraway cluster.@  I could then say, AWell, the 

faraway cluster must be three times farther away because all the galaxies on average look 

three times smaller.@  

And that’s actually a pretty good way of doing it.  You get the average sizes of the 

galaxies and you compare them, and if the average size is smaller for a whole bunch of 

galaxies, the cluster is farther away.  So we can estimate distances to galaxies by just 

looking at their sizes.  You wouldn’t want to do it with one galaxy because you might have a 

big one or a small one.  But in groups they’re okay.   

You can also measure the brightnesses of galaxies.  Close by galaxies are gonna 

be on average brighter than faraway galaxies.  And so you can also estimate distances to 

galaxies, at least in clusters, by figuring out the average brightnesses of the galaxies and 

comparing them with more nearby galaxies.  So there are lots of ways of getting the 

distance to these objects.  Once we know the distances and we know the directions, we 

can then plot on a three-dimensional graph, as you saw in the video, where they all are with 

respect to us. 
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Okay.  We’ll continue this Wednesday. 

 

 

 


